Mobile Data Collection

Trimble® TerraFlex™ Detailed Features

Set up projects and send your teams out with multiple form templates for an optimal form fulfilment
workflow.

Uses Your Existing Devices

Supports iOS, Android, and Windows® Mobile. Field workers can work with their choice of device even
their personal phone, and have the same experience, collect data in the same way. Eliminate the need
to carry GPS devices, cameras, clipboards, and printed maps, by centralizing onto a single device.

Keeps Your Data Organized

With multiple field workers and numerous jobs you need to keep it all organized. Group field data
collection assignments into projects and assign users to individual projects. Streamline data collection
workflows by keeping field users focused on their key projects.

Keeps You in Sync

Field data is automatically synced with a central server, streamlining office operations and driving
higher productivity and cost savings. No need to return to the office to enter field data. No double entry
of information re-typing paper forms. Save time, reduce errors.

Work Anywhere

Work even in remote areas, with data collection that is fully functional offline. When field workers are
back in range, data will automatically synch back to the office.

Hosted in the Cloud

Review the latest data coming in from the field and manage projects in the office with the knowledge
you and your team are always up to date.

Fully Managed

Trimble TerraFlex takes care of all the database administration and management, so you don’t need to
expend resources to manage another system. Focus on the job at hand without having to work back end
systems.

Streamlined Data Management

With spatial and data oriented views you can view projects and incoming data the way you want to. And
you can filter, sort, and export by form attributes to easily manage large datasets.

Works with Your Systems

Transfer data to and from current systems. Import and export to a variety of common formats used for
data exchange - XML, CSV, and KML.

Quick Template Set Up

Whatever your data collection needs, the drag and drop interface makes for efficient form template
creation. Group and organize fields to create simple to navigate forms that allow for fast entry.

Form Template Versioning

Project needs change over time. Data integrity is ensured as form templates can be edited and
seamlessly rolled out to the team as project requirements change.

Manage Your Team

Administrators can set user permissions to allow varying levels of access to field and office components.

Technical Specifications
Data Collection
Point, line, area geometries
Numeric
Text
Date
Single choice selection/Radio button
Multiple choice selection/Checkbox
Yes/No
Signature
Images

Background Maps

Google Maps and Imagery

Import and Export
Import Format
ArcGIS XML
Export Formats
ArcGIS XML
KML/KMZ
CSV

System Requirements

Device
Android 4.x or later
iOS 5 or later
Windows® Mobile 6.5 or later
Cloud Service
Internet Explorer 9 and 10
Firefox
Chrome
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